
INTRODUCTION

The aim of the paper is to describe the folds
from part of the Holy Cross Mountains (HCM)
fold belt occurring in the Kielce Unit, including
their geometry, stages of development and esti-
mates of the condition of their origin. Additionally,
among mesostructures, mainly the faults associated
with the progressive shape modifications of such
folds were analysed. 

Folds typical of fold belts can be divided into at
least four main types: fault-bend folds, fault-prop-
agation folds, detachment folds and break-thrust
folds (e.g. JAMISON 1987; THORBJORNSEN &
DUNNE 1997). The folds in the HCM formed in
unmetamorphosed sedimentary rock sequences
comprising alternating competent and incompe-
tent layers. When such folds form as a result of
buckling, numerous mesostructures can develop
on their limbs. In the hinges of these asymmetric
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and symmetric folds, commonly with chevron pro-
files, can develop different accommodation struc-
tures e.g. limb thrusts or hinge collapses (RAMSAY

1967, 1974; RAMSAY & HUBER 1987; PRICE &
COSGROVE 1990). The limb thrusts can form con-
jugate fault systems similar to faults in diapiric
folds (DE SITTER 1964, fig. 120), also termed con-
jugate movement horizons (HORNE & CULSHAW

2001). A flexural-slip mechanism is commonly
observed during the initial phases of folding of the
complex multilayers before folds lock preceding
flattening (e.g. DE SITTER 1964; RAMSAY 1967,
1974). Structures can develop on the fold limbs,
including flexural-slip duplexes (TANNER 1989,
1992), domino structures (HORNE & CULSHAW

2001), shear fibre steps on layer surfaces (TANNER

1989) and drag folds. 
In later stages of folding, the folds shapes can

change from symmetrical to asymmetrical, involv-
ing limb and/or hinge rotation. Fault sets may
develop on the limbs of symmetric as well as asym-
metric folds from the phase of pre-buckling short-
ening until the next phases of fold amplification.
Faulting resulting from gradual shape modifica-
tions of natural examples of such folds and condi-
tions favouring such deformation have been inves-
tigated during this study in Devonian rocks of the
southern part of the HCM (Text-figs 1-2). 

Geological setting

The Holy Cross Mountains (HCM) are located
within the Trans-European Suture Zone, that sepa-
rates the East European Craton from younger fold-
belts of Central Europe (BERTHELSEN 1993) (Text-
fig. 1a). The HCM comprise a Palaeozoic massif,
made up of the ¸ysogóry (northern) and Kielce

(southern) tectono-stratigraphic units (CZARNOCKI

1919, 1957; PO˚ARYSKI 1978) (Text-figs 1b and 2b).
According to PO˚ARYSKI (1969, fig. 1), PO˚ARYSKI

& TOMCZYK (1993), and UNRUG & al. (1999), the
Kielce Unit is the northern part of the Ma∏opolska
block which is bordered by the Holy Cross Fault on
the north (Text-figs 1b and 2, HCF – Holy Cross
Fault) (e.g. TOMCZYK 1988; PO˚ARYSKI 1990;
PO˚ARYSKI & al. 1992; LAMARCHE & al. 2000, 2003;
MASTELLA & MIZERSKI 2002). The ¸ysogóry Unit
was described as part of the East European Craton
(TOMCZYK 1988) or as an individual terrane
(PO˚ARYSKI & TOMCZYK 1993; UNRUG & al. 1999).
Recent deep seismic sounding experiments (CEL-
EBRATION 2000) show that the ¸ysogóry Unit
and Kielce Unit, along with the rest of the Ma∏opol-
ska Block, have an identical crustal structure and
are connected with the East European Craton (the
palaeocontinent of Baltica) (MALINOWSKI & al.
2005).

The rocks in the Kielce and ¸ysogóry units had
undergone folding (CZARNOCKI 1919, 1957) as a
result of N-S to NNE-SSW shortening during
Variscan deformation after the Viséan, probably
during the Late Carboniferous (e.g. CZARNOCKI

1950, 1957; TOMCZYK 1988; MIZERSKI 1995;
LAMARCHE & al. 1999, 2002). Subsequently, the
area of the HCM was a part of the Rift Basin
(KUTEK 2001). Presently, the HCM constitutes a
part of the Mid-Polish Anticlinorium (Text-fig. 1a,
MPA), which developed as a result of the
Maastrichtian-Paleocene inversion of the Rift
Basin (KUTEK & G¸AZEK 1972; KUTEK 2001). 

The investigations were carried out in numer-
ous quarries in the Kielce Unit (Text-fig. 2a, active
and closed-down quarries 1-28) and natural out-
crops in Devonian carbonates and clastic rocks. 
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Fig. 1 a – Tectonic sketch-map of Central Europe (simplified after GUTERCH & al. 2000). MPA – Mid-Polish Anticlinorium, HCM – Holy
Cross Mountains. b – Geological map of the Holy Cross Mountains (after CZARNOCKI 1938, 1961a-f; FILONOWICZ 1973a, modified). Folds in
the Kielce Unit (from the north) – Ia block: Bk a. – Bukowa Anticline, MG s. – Miedziana Góra Syncline, N a. – Niewachlów Anticline; Ib
block: Ba s. – Bartoszowiny Syncline, Bl a.– Bieliny Anticline, M∏ a. – Ma∏acentów Anticline, P∏ s. – P∏ucki Syncline, P∏ a. – P∏ucki Anti-
cline; Ic block: ˚-K s. – ˚erniki-Karwów Syncline, Bc s. – Baçkowice Anticline, Sb-G s. – Sobiekurów-Grocholice Syncline, Ub a. – Ublinek
Anticline, Md s. – Mi´dzygórz Syncline; IIa and IIb blocks: K a. – Kielce Anticline, K s. – Kielce Syncline, R s. – Radlin Syncline; IIc block:
¸g s. – ¸agów Syncline; IId block: P s. – Piotrów Syncline, Kb a. – Kabza Anticline, U s. – Ujazd Syncline; IIIa block: 
D a. – Dyminy Anticline, G-B s. – Ga∏´zice-Bolechowice Syncline, Ch a. – Ch´ciny Anticline, Rz s. – Rzepka Syncline, Zb a. – Zbrza Anticline;
IIIb block: Ns a. – Niestachów, O a. – Or∏owiny Anticline, Dl s. – Daleszyce Syncline, Dl a. – Daleszyce Anticline, G-B s. – Ga∏´zice-
Bolechowice Syncline, Km a. – Komórki Anticline, ¸ s. – ¸ab´dziów Syncline, ¸ a. – ¸ab´dziów Anticline; IIIc block: O a. – Or∏owiny
Anticline, Bd s. – Bardo Syncline, Oc a. Ocies´ki Anticline; IIId block: O a. – Or∏owiny Anticline, R a. – Radwan Anticline, Wg s. – Wygie∏zów
Syncline, ¸w a. – ¸ownica Anticline, Br s. – Beradz Syncline, Nw s. – Nawodzice Syncline. Folds in the ¸ysogóry Unit: Br – Bronkowice
Anticline, Bo – Bodzentyn Syncline, Wd – Wydryszów Anticline. Main faults in the Holy Cross Mountains (from the north): HCF – Holy
Cross Fault, ̧ F – ̧ ysogóry Fault, MGF –  Miedziana Góra Fault, NF – Niewachlów Fault, PF – Poràbki Fault, BKF – Bieliny Kapitulne Fault,
JaF – Jaƒczyce Fault, MFZ – Mójcza Fault Zone, ¸kF – ¸ukawki Fault, ¸-MF – ¸agów-Micha∏ów Fault, OF – Ozi´b∏ów Fault, 

SF – Samotnia Fault. For other explanations see text
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Lithostratigraphical units and their current
mechanical properties

The mechanical rock properties control the
shape of fold profiles and determine to a large
extent the style of folding. These properties during
the time of Variscan folding could be estimated
only approximately with their current properties.
Investigations of PINI¡SKA (1994, 1995) have shown
that rocks selected in the Kielce Unit strongly differ
from each other in their current mechanical prop-
erties.

The Kielce Unit includes Cambrian to
Carboniferous unmetamorphosed silico-clastic as
well as carbonate competent and incompetent
rocks (Text-fig. 3). They include weak rocks repre-
sented by Cambrian, Silurian and Carboniferous
shale and thin-bedded sandstone, strong Ordo-
vician and Devonian dolomite and limestone, and
very strong Emsian quartzitic sandstone (Text-fig.
3). The strongest rocks in the HCM are Cambrian
quartzitic sandstones from the ¸ysogóry Unit, in
direct contact with the Kielce Unit on the south.
These rocks are similar in mechanical properties to
part of the sandstones in a narrow belt in the
Dyminy Anticline (Text-figs 1b, 3).

Mechanical stratigraphy controls the geometry
of multilayer folds (e.g. RAMSAY 1974; FISHER &
JACKSON 1999; GUTIÉRREZ-ALONSO & GROSS 1999;
CHESTER 2003), hence it is necessary to investigate
the mechanical properties of rocks. The laboratory-
measured mechanical properties of Palaeozoic
rocks from the Kielce Unit emphasize the current
differences between the individual rock complexes
(PINI¡SKA 1994, 1995) (Text-fig. 3). During Variscan
deformation the rocks were probably to a large
extent fluid-saturated because the youngest of the
folded rocks, represented by Viséan deposits,
developed as a deepening upward succession with a
weakly pronounced regressive tendency (SZUL-
CZEWSKI 1995). Thus, for comparison of the com-
pressive strengths (Rcn), water-saturated samples
were studied (PINI¡SKA 1994, 1995). 

The data on the Palaeozoic rocks investigated
from the Kielce Unit indicate current compressive
strengths ranging from 51 to 98 MPa, tensile

strengths (T) from 5.5 to 18.2 MPa and shear
strengths ( ) from 11.8 to 19.1 MPa (PINI¡SKA 1994)
(Text-fig. 3). The compressive strengths of the
quartzitic sandstones have not been investigated
(PINI¡SKA 1994), but their strengths can probably
distinctly exceed 100 MPa.  

The oldest rocks exposed in the study area are
Lower and Middle Cambrian shale alternating with
thin-bedded, fine-grained sandstone and sandstone
with intercalations of conglomerate (Text-fig. 3)
(e.g. OR¸OWSKI 1975). This rock complex is general-
ly incompetent, apart from the Lower/Middle
Cambrian quartzitic sandstones in the hinge of the
Dyminy Anticline, which were not laboratory tested
(Text-fig. 1b). In comparison, the mechanical prop-
erties of the Upper Cambrian quartzitic sandstone
in the southern part of the ¸ysogóry Unit
(WiÊniówka Quarry) include extremely high tensile
strength (T) ranging from 16.7 to 20.0 MPa, shear
strength from 31.0 to 44.7 MPa and compressive
strength from 56 to 275 MPa (PINI¡SKA 1994).
Above the Middle Cambrian/Ordovician unconfor-
mity in the Kielce Unit, Ordovician and Silurian
rocks comprise conglomerate, limestone, mudstone,
shale and greywacke. The laboratory tested
Ordovician limestones (Mójcza Quarry) are more
competent than the weaker part of the Cambrian
rocks. T is equal to 7.1 MPa and and Rcn range
from 13.9 to 17.5 MPa, and from 51.0 to 89 MPa,
respectively (PINI¡SKA 1994) (Text-fig. 3). The
Lower Devonian rock sequence consists of sporadi-
cally occurring Gedinian-Ziegenian conglomerate
and Emsian quartzitic sandstone with intercalations
of shale (TARNOWSKA 1981; SZULCZEWSKI 1995).
This rock complex is similarly competent to the
higher carbonate rock complex. High strength para-
meters also have been observed in the Emsian sand-
stone (Text-fig. 3, Barcza Quarry) (PINI¡SKA 1994)
in both the ¸ysogóry and Kielce units (e.g.
SZULCZEWSKI 1995). The values of T and for
Emsian sandstone are 11.8-18.2 MPa and 11.9-32.0
MPa, respectively (PINI¡SKA 1994, 1995) (Text-fig. 3).
The overlying Middle-Upper Devonian sequence
consists mainly of carbonates. Dolostone forms the
lower part of this complex (generally Eifelian and
lower Givetian). Shale and limestone prevail above,
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Fig. 2 a – Simplified tectonic sketch-map of the HCM with investigated and cited quarries*: 1 – Laskowa, 2 – Kostom∏oty, 3 – Mogi∏ki,
4 – Barcza, 5 – WiÊniówka, 6 – Âluchowice, 7 – Jaworznia, 8 – Szewce, 9 – Ostrówka, 10 – Stokówka, 11 – Zelejowa, 12 – Zamkowa, 13
– Jaêwica, 14 – Radkowice, 15 – Kowala-Nowiny II, 16 – Trzuskawica, 17 – Sitkówka-Nowiny (Zgórsko), 18 – ¸ab´dziów, 19 – S∏opiec,
20 – Mójcza, 21 – Józefka, 22 – Górno, 23 – Winna, 24 – Wszachów, 25 – Piskrzyn, 26 – Wymys∏ów, 27 – Karwów, 28 – Jurkowice Budy. 

b – Tectonic sub-units in the Kielce Unit. For other explanations see Fig. 1 and the text



up to the Fammenian. In the Devonian carbonate
rocks, the highest values of T are in Eifelian and
Givetian dolomites, up to 7.2 MPa (PINI¡SKA 1994,
1995) (Text-fig. 3, Radkowice Quarry). The Middle/
Upper Devonian limestone above them is slightly
weaker in tensile strength. The T, and Rcn range
from 5.5 to 6.7 MPa, from 13.2 to 19.1 MPa and
from 76 to 178 MPa, respectively (Text-fig. 3,
Jaêwica and Jaworznia quarries). Above the
Devonian rocks, an incompetent Carboniferous
rock complex comprising siliceous shales with radi-
olarites and siderites was not laboratory tested. 

FOLDS AND MESOSTRUCTURES

Map-scale folds 

Folds within fault-bounded block domains

The HCM fold belt in the Kielce Unit consists
of series of map-scale folds, formed of Lower
Cambrian to Lower Carboniferous rocks (CZAR-
NOCKI 1938), exposed in a fold belt, up to 160 km
long and 15-20 km wide (Text-figs 1b and 2b). The
Kielce Unit is divided traditionally into the Kielce-
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Fig. 3. Lithostratigraphic columns of strata from the southern part of the Holy Cross Mountains. (based on HAKENBERG 1974; OR¸OWSKI

1975; HAKENBERG & al. 1976; STUPNICKA 1992 – and references cited therein) with current selected mechanical parameters of rocks 
(PINI¡SKA 1994). For other explanations see text

Fig. 4. a – Geological cross-section (A-B-C) through the Kielce Unit based on FILONOWICZ (1973a) and HAKENBERG (1973), slightly mod-
ified. Black rectangles – quarries on the limbs of folds, close to the cross-section. e1 – Lower Cambrian, e2 – Middle Cambrian, D1 –
Lower Devonian, D2 – Middle Devonian, D3 – Upper Devonian, C1 – Lower Carboniferous, P3 – Upper Permian, T1 – Lower Triassic,
T2 – Middle Triassic, T3 – Upper Triassic, J1 – Lower Jurassic, J2 – Middle Jurassic, J3 – Upper Jurassic. For location of cross-section and
other stratigraphic information see Fig. 1b. b – Folds on western wall of the Âluchowice Quarry. c – Shaded relief image created from
digital elevation model from the Niewachlów Anticline area with fold axial traces and thrust fault marked. d – Geological cross-section
through the Niewachlów Anticline based on CZARNOCKI (1956, his pl. 22), slightly modified. For location of cross-section and other strati-
graphic information see Fig. 1b. e – Chevron folds in the Mogi∏ki Quarry. The folds consist of Frasnian thin-bedded limestone and shale. 

Average bed thickness is 15 cm. Location of the quarries presented on Fig. 2a. For other explanations see text
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¸agów Synclinorium and the Ch´ciny-Klimontów
Anticlinorium (SAMSONOWICZ 1926; ZNOSKO

1962) (Text-figs 1b and 2b), where the folds are
dissected by numerous, longitudinal faults parallel
to the fold axes and cross-fold faults (CZARNOCKI

1919, 1938, 1961a–f; SAMSONOWICZ 1934). In this
study, the faults were identified from strike sepa-
rations and rotations of bedding observed during
the field investigations and interpreted using
radar images and DEM analyses (e.g. KONON &
ÂMIGIELSKI 2006). The dip-slip component was
commonly observed along the faults, but the
strike-slip component, was more difficult to assess.
The longitudinal faults, sensu TWISS & MOORES

(1992), were thrusts or in some places reverse
faults. They dissect mainly the forelimbs of asym-
metric folds and both limbs of symmetric folds
(Text-figs 4a, c and d) (e.g. CZARNOCKI 1956, pl.
12; BEDNARCZYK & al. 1970; KOWALSKI 1975;
MIZERSKI 1995, fig. 17; OR¸OWSKI & MIZERSKI

1995, fig. 4).
The Kielce Unit is divided along the first-order

faults into smaller fault-bounded block domains
(Text-fig. 2b). In the zones between the individual
block domains, the trends of the fold axes change
even in the range of tens of degrees (Text-fig. 1b).
The possibility of separation into smaller tectonic
sub-units for the northern part of the Kielce-¸agów
Synclinorium was suggested earlier by SAMSO-
NOWICZ (1926). The presence of block domains that
were displaced in relation to each other were also
suggested by KOWALCZEWSKI (1971) for the Kielce
and ¸ysogóry units. 

Kielce-¸agów Synclinorium

Based on CZARNOCKI’S studies (1938, 1957,
1961a, b, d, e, f), the Kielce-¸agów Synclinorium
can be divided into two longitudinal zones – north-
ern (I) and southern (II) (Text-figs 1b and 2b). The
northern (I) zone is bordered on the north by the
Holy Cross Fault and on the south by 105-125° strik-
ing longitudinal faults (CZARNOCKI 1938, 1957,
1961a, b, d, e, f ): the Niewachlów Fault (NF)
(CZARNOCKI 1957) and two other faults referred to
as the Bieliny Kapitulne Fault (BkF) and Janczyce
Fault (JaF) (Text-figs 1b and 2b). This zone is also
cut by transverse faults including the Ozi´b∏ów
Fault (OF) and two faults referred to as the
Poràbka Fault (PF) and ¸agów-Micha∏ów Fault (¸-
MF) (Text-fig. 1b). These folds and the HCF divide

the northern zone into three smaller fault-bounded
block domains (Ia, Ib and Ic) (Text-figs 1b and 2b). 

In the northern zone (I), within block Ia, east-
ward to the Poràbka Fault, first-order folds are
from a few to tens of kilometres long and include
the Niewachlów Anticline (N a.), the Miedziana
Góra Syncline (MG s.) and two second-order folds
– the Miedziana Góra Anticline (MG a.) and
Bukowa Anticline (Bk a.) (CZARNOCKI 1938,
FILONOWICZ 1973a, b) (Text-figs 1b and 2b). Within
block Ib between the Poràbka and ¸agów-
Micha∏ów Faults there are the Bieliny Anticline (Bl
a.), which probably continues eastward as the
Ma∏acentów Anticline (M∏ a.), the Bartoszowiny
Syncline (Ba s.) and two second-order folds – the
P∏ucki Syncline (P∏ s.) and P∏ucki Anticline (P∏ a.)
(CZARNOCKI 1929b, 1961b; WALCZOWSKI 1966,
1968). Within the easternmost block Ic there are
the Sobiekurów-Grocholice Syncline (Sb-G s.),
Baçkowice Anticline (Bc s.), ˚erniki-Karwów
Syncline (˚-K s.), Ublinek Anticline (Ub a.) and
the Mi´dzygórz Syncline (Md s.) (SAMSONOWICZ

1934; CZARNOCKI 1961b, c, e, f; WALCZOWSKI 1966,
1968; DOWGIA¸¸O 1974a, b).

The southern zone (II) of the Kielce-¸agów
Synclinorium is in direct contact with the Ch´ciny-
Klimontów Anticlinorium on the south (Text-figs
1b and 2b). Similarly to the northern (I) zone, the
southern II zone comprises fault-bounded block
domains (IIa, IIb, IIc and IId) (Text-fig 2b). Block
IIa is bordered on the east by faults which probably
constitute the northern part of the Mójcza Fault
Zone (MFZ). Block IIb is bounded by the MFZ on
the west and by the Poràbka Fault on the east,
respectively (Text-figs 1b and 2b). Block IIc contin-
ues eastward to the ¸agów-Micha∏ów Fault (¸-
MF). East of this fault is the IId block. The south-
ern zone includes the Kielce Syncline (K s.), the
Kielce Anticline (K a.), the Radlin Syncline (R s.),
the ¸agów Syncline (¸g s.), the Piotrów Syncline (P.
s.), the Ujazd Syncline (U s.) and the Kabza
Anticline (Kb a.) (Text-figs 1b and 2b).

Ch´ciny-Klimontów Anticlinorium

The southern part of the Kielce unit is the
Ch´ciny-Klimontów Anticlinorium, which is divid-
ed into at least four block domains bounded by
transverse fault zones (Text-figs 1b and 2b). The
first (IIIa), westernmost block is between the
Mesozoic margin and the Mójcza Fault Zone
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(MFZ); the second (IIIb) is between the MFZ and
the ¸ukawki Fault (MIZERSKI & OR¸OWSKI 1993)
(¸kF); the third (IIIc) is between the ¸kF and the
¸agów-Micha∏ów Fault (¸-MF) and the fourth
(IIId) is east of the ¸-MF (Text-figs 1b and 2b). 

From the south within block IIIa there are the
Zbrza Anticline (Zb a.), the Ch´ciny Anticline (Ch
a.), the Ga∏´zice-Bolechowice Syncline (G-B s.)
and the Dyminy Anticline (D a.) (Text-figs 1b and
2b). East from the Mójcza Fault Zone (MFZ) and
from the south within block IIIb there are the
¸ab´dziów Anticline (¸ a.), the ¸ab´dziów
Syncline (¸ s.), the Komórki Anticline (Km a.), the
Ga∏´zice-Bolechowice Syncline (G-B s.), the
Daleszyce Anticline (Dl a.), the Daleszyce Syncline
(Dl s.) and the Niestachów Anticline (Ns a.), which
passes eastward into the Or∏owiny Anticline (O a.)
(Text-figs 1b and 2b). Within block IIIc first-order
folds include the Ocies´ki Anticline (Oc a.), the
Bardo Syncline (Bd s.) and the Or∏owiny Anticline
(O a.). These folds probably continue within the
most eastern block IIId where the Or∏owiny
Anticline (O a.) and Bardo Syncline may pass into
the Radwan Anticline (R a.) and Wygie∏zów
Syncline (Wg s.), respectively. Within the block
east of the Samotnia-Ozi´b∏ów Fault are the ̧ own-
ica Anticline (¸w a.), Beradz Syncline (Br s.),
Nawodzice Syncline (Nw s.) and at least a few folds
near Klimontów (ROMANEK 1977) (Text-figs 1b
and 2b).

Geometry of folds 

The folds in the Kielce Unit exhibit distinct varia-
tions in wavelengths, in the range of 1.5-8 km (Text-
fig. 3a). The amplitudes range from 0.2 to 0.8 km.
The folds trend  generally 95-120°, but in some places
between individual block domains, the trends change
distinctly and folds display sigmoidal shapes on the
geological maps (Text-fig 1b). The Daleszyce
Syncline, which passes eastward into the Bardo
Syncline (CZARNOCKI 1957), generally trends 105o in
the IIIb block, 147o between blocks IIIb and IIIc, and
105o again in the Bardo region (Text-fig 1b). A simi-
lar change of trend occurs between Kielce and
Daleszyce, where the Kielce Syncline in the Mójcza
Fault Zone (MFZ) region passes probably into the
Daleszyce Syncline, according to CZARNOCKI’s map
(1938) and FILONOWICZ (1973a, b; 1976a, b) (Text-fig
1b). The folds in the Kielce Unit display different
shape profiles. They are symmetric as well as asym-

metric folds (e.g. Text-fig. 4). The hinge zones of the
folds in the Kielce Unit commonly comprise a few
second-order anticlines and synclines (e.g. Text-fig.
4a) (CZARNOCKI 1938, 1961a–f). These structures
were observed in detail by many authors in the hinge
zones e.g. of the Ch´ciny Anticline (CZARNOCKI

1956, his pl. 21; STUPNICKA 1986), the Niewachlów
Anticline (CZARNOCKI 1956, his pl. 12), the Dyminy
Anticline (FILONOWICZ 1973a, 1973b) or in the
Or∏owiny Anticline (KOWALCZEWSKI & RUBINOWSKI

1962, fig. 4).
The geometries of the fold shape profiles also

commonly change along their axes. For example,
these changes are clearly visible in the Niewachlów
and Ch´ciny anticlines. The geometry of the
Niewachlów Anticline varies from the west, where
the fold has an asymmetric geometry (FILONOWICZ

1973a; LAMARCHE & al. 1999, fig. 3) to the east,
where a fan-shape geometry prevails (Text-figs 4a
and d) (e.g. CZARNOCKI 1956, pl. 12, 1957; KONON

& ÂMIGIELSKI 2006). Similarly, the Ch´ciny
Anticline in the westernmost part is south-vergent
and has an asymmetric geometry (CZARNOCKI

1929a; KUTEK & G¸AZEK 1972; KOWALSKI 1975;
D¢BOWSKA 2004), whereas a symmetric geometry
prevails in its eastern part (CZARNOCKI 1956, pl. 21;
KUTEK & G¸AZEK 1972; HAKENBERG 1973;
KOWALSKI 1975). According to FILONOWICZ (1967,
1968), this anticline has a fan-shape geometry
about 6 km east of Ch´ciny. Further to the east, the
hinge zone of the first-order fold divides into two
anticlinal branches – the Komórki and ¸ab´dziów
anticlines (FILONOWICZ 1967, 1968). 

Mesoscopic folds 

Mesoscopic folds with small wavelengths in the
range of 0.7-9 m are common on the limbs of the
map-scale folds (e.g. Text-figs 4b, e, 5, 6 and 7; Tab.
1). These folds trend mostly similarly as the map-
scale folds (Text-fig. 8 – I group of the fold axes).
Secondary minor folds (Text-fig. 8 – II group of the
fold axes) (RACKI & ZAPAÂNIK 1979) have also been
observed in the upper parts of the main folds from
the Jaêwica Quarry. The axial planes are gene-
rally steeply dipping (>75°) (e.g. Text-figs 4e, 5 and
7), although shallowly dipping axial planes (0-40°)
also occur (e.g. Text-figs. 4b and 6a-b). The inter-
limb angles vary strongly, with prevailing angles at
50-60° (Tab. 1). Most of the investigated upright as
well as overturned mesoscopic folds consist of thin-
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bedded limestone, marl and shale and commonly
have chevron profiles (Text-figs 4e, 5, 9a-b). These
mesoscopic folds are both symmetric and asymmet-
ric (e.g. Text-figs 4b, e, 5a, 6 and 7). Commonly,

thickening of shale, marl and limestone was
observed in the fold hinges (e.g. Text-figs 4e and
9c). In the thick layers, bulbous hinge structures
(RAMSAY 1974) also occur (Text-figs 9c and d). 
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Table 1. Comparison of the geometric and stratigraphic characteristics of mesofolds discussed in the text

Fig. 5. a – Symmetric folds in the eastern wall of the Kostom∏oty Quarry. The folds consist of Frasnian thin-bedded limestone and shale. 

b – Enlarged part with movement horizons marked. For location of quarry see Figs 2a and 4a
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Fig. 6. a – Recumbent folds in the Jaêwica Quarry (photographed by B. A. MATYJA about 1982). The folds consist of Upper Devonian
thin-bedded limestone and shale. Average bed thickness is 10 cm. b – Reconstructed folds with marked fault zone on the digital eleva-
tion model of the quarry as the background. c – Tectonic sketch on the radar image as the background with 3D-view sketch of folds in 

the eastern block of a strike-slip fault. For location of quarry see Figs 2a and 4a. For other explanations see text



In addition to the typical chevron folds, box-
shaped folds (e.g. Text-fig. 6a) and m-fold are char-
acterized by the occurrence of second-order anti-
clines with subsidiary synclines in the hinge zones of
first-order folds (e.g. Text-fig. 5). 

Typical symmetric chevron folds (Text-figs 4b
and 4e – central and northern portion of the
Mogi∏ki Quarry) and slightly asymmetric folds com-
prising thick-bedded limestones gently rounded in
the upper portion of the hinge and intensively fold-
ed downwards can co-occur at the same quarry
level (Text-figs 4b and 4e – southern part of the
Mogi∏ki Quarry). Some of the overturned and
recumbent mesoscopic folds occur on short limbs
of large map-scale asymmetric folds (Text-figs 4a-b,
9c). In some places significant decrease of bed
thickness in the forelimbs in comparison to the
backlimbs has also been observed in the overturned
and recumbent asymmetric folds. 

Some of the mesoscopic folds which developed
on the limbs of the map-scale folds occur near the
cross-fold faults (CZARNOCKI 1938, 1956, pl. 22)

(e.g. Text-figs 6 and 7). For example, groups of folds
from the southern limb of the Ga∏´zice-Bole-
chowice Syncline and from the southern limb of the
Miedziana Góra Syncline occur only in the eastern
fault blocks of these faults. In both examples,
strongly folded layers from the E fault blocks (e.g.
Text-figs 5 and 6) contrast with slightly folded layers
occurring in the W fault blocks (e.g. Text-fig. 6). 

Mesostructures in the folds

Multilayer folds display numerous mesofaults,
cleavage, and additionally, somewhat rarer small-
scale thrust duplexes, stylolites and boudinage.
These mesostructures developed due to different
deformation mechanisms associated with the pro-
gressive shape modifications of such folds. 

Mesofaults 

The limbs and hinge zones of the investigated
symmetric and asymmetric folds commonly display
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Fig. 7. Folds in the southern limb of the Miedziana Góra Syncline. a – Dextral strike-slip fault in the Kostom∏oty Quarry. b – Sketch of
both blocks of the dextral strike-slip fault in the western part of the Kostom∏oty Quarry. Lithostratigraphic units based on personal com-
munication with M. SZULCZEWSKI in 2005. The folds consist of Frasnian thin-bedded limestone and shale. Average bed thickness is 15
cm. c – Sketch showing the differences in development of both blocks of the strike-slip fault in the Kostom∏oty Quarry. For location of 

quarry see Figs 2a and 4a 



cm-displacement dip-slip faults, which dissect only
a few layers. These faults strike generally parallel to
the fold axes (Text-fig. 10), similarly to those
described by HANCOCK & ATIYA (1979, h0l faults
group – their figs 5f, g) and HANCOCK (1985, figs
17k and l). These faults are symmetrically or slight-
ly asymmetrically orientated about axes parallel to
dip directions or normal to the layers. According to
HANCOCK & ATIYA (1979), the senses of displace-
ments along the cm-displacement mesofaults rela-
tive to the horizontal depend on the inclination of
the layer or few layers in which the faults are con-
tained.  Hence, in this study such mesofaults were
classified according to the terminology of NORRIS

(1958) and HANCOCK & ATIYA (1979) as contrac-
tion faults when they shorten layers parallel to the
dip line and as extension faults when they extend
layers parallel to this line. The faults, recognized as
typical fold-accommodation faults were classified
according to the terminology of MITRA (2002a).

Contraction faults on the fold limbs

Contraction faults comprise conjugate fault
systems as well as single sets (Text-figs. 10a, c, e, i-
k). Conjugate fault sets prevail on fold limbs, dip-
ping up to about 60°. Single fault sets occur
instead on the steeper limbs. The fault sets are
symmetrically (e.g. Text-figs 11a, c, F1-F2 sets) as
well as distinctly asymmetrically (e.g. Text-figs.

11b, F1’-F2’ sets) orientated about the axis parallel
to the dip line (HANCOCK & ATIYA, 1979, figs 4
and 5). When these fault sets are on fold limbs
dipping up to 10-20°, they generally enclose acute
dihedral angles (2 ) up to 45° (e.g. Text-fig. 11a).
On folds limbs dipping over 20°, as well as on both
limbs of the symmetric and generally short limbs
of the asymmetric folds, faults prevail that enclose
acute dihedral angles (2 ) over 50° (e.g. Text-figs
11b, c).

These fault sets develop frequently as structures
with ramp-flat geometry when the rock sequences
comprise alternating competent and incompetent
rocks (Text-figs 11b, c). The asymmetrical orienta-
tion of the F1’-F2’ sets (Text-fig. 11b) about the dip
line resulted in the development of a single set (F2’)
corresponding to wedge-faults (CLOOS 1961), also
referred to as contractional ramps (PEACKOCK &
SANDERSON 1992). The second fault set (F1’) is
inclined at higher angles (30-50°) to the layering
and in contrast to the first fault set, has a tendency
to cut a few layers. 

Apart from the conjugate sets, single fault sets
corresponding to the F2 set have been observed,
particularly on steeply dipping fold limbs (Text-figs
10e, j and 12). They may occur at low as well as high
angles to the bedding. On steeply dipping limbs,
ramp-flat geometry results when the fault sets cut
rock sequences with distinctly different competency
(Text-fig. 12a). At the tips of these faults the layers
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Fig. 8. Diagram of the axes of the mesoscopic folds. I – group of folds with axes sub-parallel to map-scale folds. II – group of folds from 
the Jaêwica Quarry with axes different from the map-scale folds
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Fig. 9. Examples of fault sets in the hinge zones. a – Into-anticline thrust in the chevron fold in the Kostom∏oty Quarry. b – Out-of-syn-
cline thrust in the chevron fold in the Kostom∏oty Quarry. c – Folds in the Âluchowice Quarry with marked figures d and e. The folds
consist of Frasnian thin- to medium-bedded limestone and marly shale. Average bed thickness is 20 cm. d – Horsetail splays of fractures
near the into-anticline thrust in the Âluchowice Quarry. e – Out-of-syncline thrust with the weakly-developed conjugate fault set in the 

Âluchowice Quarry. For location of quarries see Figs 2a and 4a 
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Fig. 10. Examples of diagrams of fault sets occurring on the fold limbs. The average attitudes of the bedding planes marked by dashed 

lines. For location of quarries see Fig. 2a. For other explanations see text
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Fig. 11. Examples of contraction fault sets. a – Symmetric F1-F2 fault sets in the Jaworznia Quarry. b – Asymmetric F1’-F2’ fault sets in

the ¸ab´dziów Quarry. c – Limb wedge thrusts on the short limb of the asymmetric fold in the Kostom∏oty Quarry. d – Wedge thrust at

the hinge of the anticline in the Wymys∏ów Quarry. e – Wedge thrusts in the hinge of the anticline in the Górno Quarry. f – Wedge thrusts 

forming a cm-scale thrust duplex in the Górno Quarry. For location of quarries see Figs 2a and 4a 



are often slightly buckled, which is typical of limb
wedge thrusts (MITRA 2002a). In contrast, when
they cut layers of similar competency, they are not
refracted significantly (e.g. Text-fig. 12b). 

Extension faults on the fold limbs

Extension faults, similar to contraction faults,
comprise both conjugate and single sets. On the
steeply-inclined limbs (>60°), conjugate fault sets
comprise faults, which are asymmetrically (Text-figs
10g and 13a, F3-F4 sets) and symmetrically (Text-
figs 10h and 13b, F3’-F4’ sets) orientated about the
axis perpendicular to bedding (HANCOCK & ATIYA

1979, figs  4 and 5). Apart from these faults, single
extension fault sets corresponding to the F4 set are
on overturned fold limbs, inclined generally at high
angles to bedding (Text-figs 13c and d). 

Faults in hinge zones

Single sets inclined at 60-90° to bedding were
noted in the hinge zones of folds with chevron pro-
files and with the interlimb angles <80° (Text-figs 9a-
b and d). These fault sets form thrusts parallel to lay-
ering in one of the fold limbs and cut m-thick
sequences of rocks in the opposite limb, suggesting
that they developed as typical limb thrusts (RAMSAY

1974). According to the terminology introduced by
DAHLSTROM (1970) and MITRA (2002a), they corre-
spond to single into-anticline (Text-figs 9a, d) and
out-of-syncline thrusts (Text-fig. 9b) (MITRA 2002a).
Horsetail splays of fractures are common at the tips
of these faults (Text-fig. 9b). The weakly-developed
opposite-dipping second fault set, which is conjugate
with the into-anticline and out-of-syncline thrusts,
was very rarely observed (Text-fig. 9e). Contraction
faults, termed as hinge wedge thrusts according to
the terminology of MITRA (2002a), also occur at the
hinges and probably correspond to the F1 set (Text-
figs 11d and e). In some cases, these form duplexes
consisting of many horses (Text-fig. 11f).  

Apart from mesofaults dissecting only a few
layers, faults also cut m-thick sequences of rock
layers or even whole fold limbs. In the Kielce Unit,
single sets with features of F3 and F3’ sets were
observed. Some of them cut the F2 set (e.g. Text-
fig. 12a, fst). Similarly to the conjugate sets, they
are commonly observed on the short limbs of
asymmetrical folds (PRICE 1953 in PRICE &
COSGROVE 1990, fig. 15.28). These conjugate fault
sets as well as single sets correspond to forelimb
shear thrusts (fst) (MITRA 2002a). Faults termed as
forelimb space-accommodation thrusts according
to MITRA (2002a) also occur in overturned folds
(e.g. Text-fig. 4b).
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Fig. 12. Examples of fault sets. a – Forelimb shear thrust (fst) and F2 fault set in the Radkowice Quarry. b – F2 fault set on the short
limb of the Niewachlów Anticline in the Âluchowice Quarry with a sketch suggesting how this set developed. For location of quarries 

see Figs 2a and 4a. For other explanations see text
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Fig. 13. Examples of extension fault sets. a – Asymmetric F3-F4 fault sets in the Zamkowa Quarry. b – Symmetric F3’-F4’ fault sets in the
Zamkowa Quarry. c – Eastern wall of the Âluchowice Quarry with marked figure d. d – F4 set on the reversed fold limb in the Âluchow-
ice Quarry with a sketch proposing the development of this set. e – Fragmentation of sheets in simple shear, sligthly modified after the
model of RAMBERG & GHOSH (1977). I – Sheet originally perpendicular to x. II – Angle between sheet and the direction of simple shear 

below 60o. For location of quarries see Figs 2a and 4a



Cleavage, veins, small-scale thrust duplexes, boudi-
nage and stylolites 

Apart from mesofaults, cleavage commonly
occurs on the fold limbs (Text-fig. 14). In competent
layers this cleavage is spaced at 5-15 cm, but in
incompetent layers it is more densely spaced, at 1-5
cm. On the fold limbs with dips ranging from 30 to
60° in rock sequences comprising alternating com-
petent and incompetent layers, the single sets of
cleavage are often refracted at the contacts
between the layers (e.g. Text-figs 14a and b –
Mogi∏ki and Kostom∏oty quarries). On steeply-dip-
ping limbs, two sets of cleavage have also been
noted [e.g. Text-figs 14b – Stokówka, Âluchowice
(site 1 of quarries)]. These sets have parallel strikes,
opposite dips and are commonly linked with arch-
like connections suggesting their coeval formation
as conjugate sets (e.g. JAROSZEWSKI 1972). 

In some quarries, calcite crystal fibres have been
observed on the bedding planes. The crystal fibres,
which were sampled from the Kostom∏oty Quarry,
occur in both limbs as well as in the hinge zone of
the anticline (Text-fig. 15). The crystal fibres are
with wall-rock parallel inclusions resulting from the
incorporation of fragments of the wall grains of the
carbonate rocks (Text-fig. 15b). The fibres are
inclined to bedding and directions of growth of the
crystals are convergent to the axial surface of the
anticline. The sense of movement during the devel-
opment of other structures formed in the fibres,
such as small blocks rotated in domino style (Text-
fig. 15c) and termed, according to COX (1987), as
fibre boundary steps (Text-fig. 15e), is consistent
with sense interpreted from the growth of crystal
fibres (Text-figs 15a, b and d).    

Fold limbs display thrust duplexes with a large
number of horses and structural thicknesses, rang-
ing from 5 to several tens of cm (Text-fig. 16a).
Bed lengths in each horse of these duplexes are up
to 1 m. Thrusts of these duplexes generally strike
parallel to bedding. The senses of movements
interpreted from these contraction duplexes are
opposite on both limbs of the same folds. 

Apart from these duplexes, stylolites (e.g. Text-
fig. 16b) and boudinage (e.g. Text-fig. 17) were
observed relatively rarely. The stylolites occur on
both limbs of the folds and in the hinge zones.
Common stylolitic sets include bedding-parallel
lithostatic stylolites with columns sub-perpendicu-
lar to bedding. The columns have lengths up to

about 1 cm. Apart from these sets, oblique-bed sty-
lolites were also observed (e.g. Text-fig. 16b). The
length of columns of the set is from several mil-
limetres to ca. 1 cm. Single-layer boudinage with
boudins up to 30 cm, with long axes of boudins
striking parallel to the fold axes, occurs mainly on
the steeply dipping limbs (Text-fig. 17b). 

DISCUSSION

Temperature, pore pressure conditions and com-
pressive stress levels during folding                          

Palaeotemperatures

The palaeotemperatures in Devonian rocks in
the Kielce Unit were investigated based on the
colour alteration of conodonts (BELKA 1990) and
reflection of vitrinite (MARYNOWSKI 1997). These
studies indicate rather low palaeotemperatures –
averaging 50-80°C to a maximum of 150°C near the
Holy Cross Fault. These temperatures favoured the
brittle deformation mechanism.

Pore pressures

Development of folds composed of unmetamor-
phosed sedimentary layers developed under several
km of overburden, suggests that high pore pressures
occurred during this folding (e.g. RAMBERG &
JOHNSON 1976; PRICE & COSGROVE 1990;
COSGROVE 1993). According to PRICE & COSGROVE

(1990), during flexural-slip folding initiated under
several kilometres of overburden, the ratio ( ) of
the pore-fluid pressure relative to the confining
pressure could even have exceeded the value 0.95.
The possible occurrence of such overpressures in
the HCM, according to PRICE & COSGROVE (1990),
COSGROVE (1993), and JESSELL & al. (1994) is also
suggested by calcite crystal fibres observed on the
bedding planes (e.g. Text-fig. 15). The opposite
sense of movement, interpreted from crystal fibres
in both sampled limbs of a fold in the Kostom∏oty
Quarry shows that they formed during folding when
the beds moved over each other according to the
flexural-slip mechanism. Additionally, the growth of
these fibres suggests that cohesion along the beds
was lost due to the occurrence of overpressures,
decreasing the resistance to slip between layers
(PRICE & COSGROVE 1990). 
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Fig. 14. Examples of cleavage sets. a – Refracted cleavage in the Mogi∏ki Quarry. b – Examples of diagrams of cleavage sets. Cleavage sets 
displayed as poles to planes. The average attitudes of the bedding planes marked by dashed lines. For location of quarries see Fig. 2a



Compressive stress levels

For the assumed overpressures, it is possible to
estimate the values of the maximum horizontal
compressive stress occurring during fold growth
using the equations of TWISS & MOORES (1992,
their equations No 9.1.2 and 9.1.3):

^
1
= S + K ^

3
(1)

where ^
1
is the maximum compression stress, ^

3

is the minimum principal stress, and S is the frac-

ture strength under uniaxial compression. 

S= 2csin2 f and K= 1 – cos2 f (2)1+ cos2 f 1+ cos2 f

where c is cohesion and f is fracture angle
assumed as equal to 60°, after taking into consider-
ation the pore fluid pressure effect. 

To consider the discussed relationships, the
approximate densities of rocks and their tensile
strengths during folding should be known (TWISS &
MOORES 1992). The current densities of carbonate
and clastic rocks ( ) from the Cambrian to the
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Fig. 15. Example of calcite crystal fibres on the bedding planes in the Kostom∏oty Quarry. a – Sampled limbs of the anticline. b – Calcite

crystal fibres from the southern limb of the anticline with wall-rock parallel inclusions (w-r. in.). c – Small blocks in the calcite vein rotat-

ed in domino style. d – Calcite crystal fibres from the northern limb of the anticline. e – fibre boundary steps. For location of 

quarries see Figs 2a and 4a. For other explanations see text



Neogene do not change significantly and average
2.7 g cm-3 (PINI¡SKA 1994, 1995). Therefore, this
value has been accepted for further calculations. 

To estimate the values of cohesion of the
Palaeozoic rocks from the initial phase of folding,
laboratory-obtained tensile strengths of the rocks of
different age have been compared (Text-fig. 18a). 

Clastic rocks, mainly sandstones of different
age from the Cambrian to the Neogene, were sam-
pled from the Palaeozoic core and Permo-
Mesozoic margin of the HCM. Comparison of the
current parameters of the samples points to signifi-
cant changes of values of their tensile strengths
(PINI¡SKA 1994, 1995) (Text-fig. 18a). The tensile
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Fig. 16. Example of mesoscopic structures. a – Small scale thrust duplex from the Mogi∏ki Quarry. b – Stylolites from the Jaworznia 
Quarry. For location of quarries see Figs 2a and 4a. For other explanations see text

Fig. 17. Examples of boudinage. a – Single-layer boudinage from the Âluchowice Quarry. b – Diagram of axes of boudins. The average 
attitudes of the bedding planes marked by dashed lines. For location of quarries see Figs 2a and 4a



strengths change from 2.5 MPa, for weakly tecton-
ically deformed Neogene rocks from the HCM
area, to 15 and 20 MPa for strongly deformed
Emsian and Cambrian quartzitic sandstones,
respectively (PINI¡SKA 1994, 1995). This change of
T is associated with the increase of the confining
pressure along with depth, and the resulting
change of degree of diagenesis of these rocks.
Similar to the clastic rocks, the Neogene carbonate
rocks from the neighbourhood of the HCM are
weakly tectonically deformed and not affected by
significant confining pressure, and thus are weak.
Their tensile strength is close to 2 MPa. Current T
does not change significantly in older Devonian
carbonates from the HCM with the average

equalling about 6 MPa (PINI¡SKA 1994, 1995)
(Text-fig. 18a). 

Comparison of the compressive strengths is
needed to make further estimations of the maxi-
mum compression stress during folding. The labo-
ratory-measured compressive strengths of the clas-
tic rocks range from 14 to 230 MPa (Text-fig. 18b).
Extremely high values of compressive strengths
come only from Cambrian quartzites. The com-
pressive strengths of the carbonate rocks do not
exceed the value of 150 MPa (Text-fig. 18b). 

Based on the observed changes of the strength
values, it can be assumed that during the first phase
of fold development, the yet undeformed Devonian
carbonate and clastic rocks had rather low strength
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Fig. 18. a–d. Graphs showing laboratory-measured mechanical properties of rocks of different age from the HCM, based on data of
PINI¡SKA (1994, 1995). Each dot and triangle displays average data calculated for each quarry, based on a dozen to a few dozen sam-
ples. a – Tensile strengths (T) of clastic and carbonate rocks. b – Compression strengths (Rcn) of clastic and carbonate rocks. c-d.
Predicted variations with depth of the horizontal maximum principal stress during tectonic compression shown by lines for different
values of  for assumed high fluid pressures, based on the formulas of TWISS & MOORES (1992). c – Horizontal maximum principal
stress calculated for clastic rocks. 1, 1’– intervals of approximated depth of the Devonian clastic rocks during the Early Carboniferous
for different T values (light grey – 1 for T=2.5 MPa, dark grey – 1’ for T=15 MPa). d – Horizontal maximum principal stress calcu-
lated for carbonate rocks. 2, 2’– intervals of approximated depth of the Devonian carbonate rocks during the Early 

Carboniferous for different T values (light grey – 2 for T=2 MPa, dark grey 2’ for T=6 MPa). For other explanations see text



values under up to 1 km of overburden and also
probably due to high fluid pressure. To make fur-
ther estimate, approximate lower and upper limits
of the T values were chosen for the carbonate and
clastic rocks. For the clastic rocks, the lower limit
was 2.5 MPa (Text-fig. 18c – 1) and upper limit was
15 MPa (Text-fig. 18c – 1’), and for the carbonate
rocks 2 MPa (Text-fig. 18d – 2) and 6 MPa (Text-fig.
18d – 2’), respectively. 

For these wide ranges of T, based on the formu-
las of TWISS & MOORES (1992), the values of the
horizontal maximum compressive stress for high
fluid pressures, where is from 0.8 to 1, were cal-
culated (Text-figs. 18c-d). To obtain realistic values,
the approximate depth range of the Devonian car-
bonate and clastic rocks during the Early
Carboniferous are shown on the graphs (Text-figs. 4
and 18c-d). 

The graphs show that for clastic rocks the range
of compressive stress is from 65 to 185 MPa and for
carbonate rocks – from 35 to 135 MPa (Text-figs
18c-d). 

Comparison of these ranges where the ratio 
exceeded 0.8 with the laboratory-measured
(PINI¡SKA 1994) current values of the compressive
strengths of carbonate and clastic rocks (Text-figs
18b-d) suggests that during fold growth the maxi-
mum horizontal compressive stress was below 150

MPa. This is consistent with the upper limit of
buckling stress for the majority of competent
rocks, estimated to average 100 MPa (PRICE &
COSGROVE 1990).

Folds

In the southern part of the HCM, map-scale
thrust faults on the short limbs of the asymmetric
folds, as well as on both limbs of the symmetric
faulted folds suggests, that these folds could devel-
op as thrust-related folds (see review of models in
THORBJORNSEN & DUNNE 1997). These folds could
precede fault propagation (e.g. break-thrust folds)
or form during fault propagation. According to the
criteria of MITRA (2002b), such as the occurrence of
footwall synclines (e.g. Rzepka Syncline – Text-fig.
1b), common folds with a more open and rounded
geometry, commonly faulted and with the geometry
similar to pop-up structures (e.g. Text-figs. 4a and
d) (e.g. CZARNOCKI 1956, his figs pl. 12, 21;
FILONOWICZ 1967, 1970, 1973a, 1976a; HAKENBERG

1973; KOWALSKI 1975, his fig. 3a; OR¸OWSKI &
MIZERSKI, 1995, their fig. 4), the folds in the Kielce
Unit have a geometry similar to detachment folds
(e.g. JAMISON 1987; EPARD & GROSHONG 1995;
HOMZA & WALLACE 1995; MITRA 2002b; 2003). 

Field and deep boreholes observations, and
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Fig. 19. Development of mesoscopic folds formed due to shortening of the short limb of a map-scale asymmetric fold. Stages of short-

ening of the short limb compared with the modified model of RAMBERG & GHOSH (1977) analyzing positions of the buckled sheet in 

simple shear



refraction seismic studies (PO˚ARYSKI & TOMCZYK

1993) point to the occurrence of numerous faults at
the transitions of strongly contrasting rock com-
plexes, e.g. between the Silurian and Devonian stra-
ta, Silurian and Cambrian strata (e.g. CZARNOCKI

1956, his figs. 14, 15) and in the Lower Cambrian
incompetent rock complex (LENDZION & al. 1982).
This suggests that in the HCM not one distinct
detachment surface was present but many second-
order detachment surfaces could occur at the con-
tacts between the competent/incompetent rocks,
which are favourable horizons of detachments in
many fold belts (DE SITTER 1964), a fact that has
been widely documented (see broad review in
MITRA 2002b, 2003). 

In the Kielce-¸agów Synclinorium, south-ver-
gent asymmetric folds prevail (e.g. FILONOWICZ

1970, 1973a, 1976 – geological cross-sections;
KOWALCZEWSKI & RUBINOWSKI 1962, fig. 4;
LAMARCHE & al. 2003), although symmetric folds
also occur (e.g. CZARNOCKI 1956, pl. 12;
KOWALCZEWSKI 1971, fig. 2). Asymmetric, as well as
symmetric folds, are present in the Ch´ciny-
Klimontów Anticlinorium (e.g. CZARNOCKI 1919,
1956, 1957; KOWALCZEWSKI & RUBINOWSKI 1962,
fig. 4; KUTEK & G¸AZEK 1972, fig. 14; TOMCZYK

1974, fig. 39; KOWALSKI 1975, fig. 3a; LAMARCHE &
al. 2000, fig. 1; LAMARCHE & al. 2003, fig. 3).

Variations in the geometry of fold profiles
changing along axes in some of the folds, such as
the Ch´ciny and Niewachlów anticlines, indicates,
according to criteria of MITRA (2003), that the folds
underwent shortenning of significantly different
amounts. 

Generally, the geometry of the folds profiles in
the Kielce Unit, controlled by mechanical rock
properties, display the geometry of buckle folds.
Some of the mesostructures mentioned above, as
e.g. F1-F2, F1’-F2’, F3-F4, F3’-F4’ faults and boudi-
nage formed on the steeply-dipping limbs suggest,
that during folding prevailed horizontal compres-
sion stresses parallel to the layers. The sense of
movement during the development of the calcite
crystal fibres also point to that the layers buckling
formed by flexural-slip. 

Apart from the prevailing layer-parallel short-
ening, layer-parallel simple shear, particularly in
the late stages of development, could also occur
during the development of the asymmetric folds,
similar to folds in the Franciscan Complex in the
San Francisco area (RAMBERG & JOHNSON 1976)

that have similar lithology to the HCM. This is sug-
gested by experimental tests of layered models by
RAMBERG (1959) and GHOSH (1966) applied in
investigations of the development of asymmetric
folds. These tests support the view that both the
component of compression parallel to the layers
and the component of the layer-parallel shearing
are necessary. Such a trend in the development of
asymmetric folds has been observed in test models
compressed at a low angle to the layering of the
multilayers in the investigations of GHOSH (1968,
fig. 8). However, simulations of the formation of
overturned folds using finite-element analysis indi-
cate, that these folds could form first as symmetric
folds and then became asymmetrical due to shear
parallel to the original horizontal (LAN & WANG

1987). 
This suggests that the asymmetric folds with a

distinct south-vergence, particularly close to the
Holy Cross Fault, could form because of combina-
tion of layer-parallel shortening and layer-parallel
shearing. The layers were probably initially short-
ened to form symmetric folds and in the next stages
of deformation sheared because of simple shearing
when the multilayers were deformed by compres-
sion at a low angle to the layering. Occurrence of
layer-parallel shortening and shearing caused the
development, apart from mesoscopic folds, of dif-
ferent mesostructures, such as flexural-slip struc-
tures and mesofaults.

In the HCM, symmetric and asymmetric meso-
folds similar to the map-scale folds commonly form
on the map-scale fold limbs. Change of the geome-
try of some of the folds was partly because of some-
what later deformation resulting from the activity
of cross-fold faults. Strike separations along these
faults and asymmetry of the folding in the fault
blocks (e.g. Text-figs 6, 7b-c) suggest that these
NW-SE striking faults are dextral strike-slip faults.
The mesoscopic folds observed in the Kostom∏oty
and Jaêwica quarries, occurring on the limbs of the
map-scale folds, developed as a result of differ-
ences in accommodation of shortening across these
cross-fold faults (e.g. Text-figs 6, 7). The movement
related with strike-slip faulting may result in rota-
tion around the vertical axis, which is also con-
firmed in the Kostom∏oty Quarry by palaeomagnet-
ic investigations (GRABOWSKI & NAWROCKI 1996).
Analysis of the radar image from the ¸gawa Mt.
region suggests that the fault which dissects the
southern limb of the Ga∏´zice-Bolechowice
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Syncline does not cut Upper Permian rocks on the
Czerwona Góra Mt. (Text-fig. 6c). The folds and
generally NW-SE striking strike-slip faults devel-
oped, as probably did other similar structures, dur-
ing the late phases of the Variscan deformation.
Occurrence in the Jaêwica Quarry of the second
group of folds (Text-fig. 8, II group of the fold axes)
is probably a result of subsequent deformation
related to a younger strike-slip faulting stage. 

Some of the south-verging mesoscopic folds
(Text-figs 4b, 9c) formed as a result of gradual
shortening of the short limbs of the asymmetric
map-scale folds (Text-fig. 19, stages I II III)
when the maximum compression axis was inclined
to horizontal, similarly to the buckled sheet during
simple shearing GHOSH 1966, (Figs. 10 and 11;
RAMBERG & GHOSH, 1977, fig. 6). 

At the end of folding or in later post-folding
stage of Variscan deformation the initiated separa-
tion of the Kielce Unit along longitudinal and
transverse faults resulted in changes in the trend of
some of the folds. The changes being the effects of
movements along these faults are suggested e.g. by
palaeomagnetic investigations in some outcrops
(GRABOWSKI & NAWROCKI 2001) where local tec-
tonic rotations around the vertical axis in the Early
Permian (or later) were recognized. 

Mesostructures

The evolution of accommodation structures
was the focus of analysis of the structures devel-
oped on the fold limbs. During the evolution of the
folds in the HCM, structures developed, which
according to RAMSAY (1974) and MITRA (2002a),
accommodate strain variations related to changing
of the structural geometry and positions of strati-
graphic units during folding. Apart from typical
accommodation structures such as bulbous hinge
structures (RAMSAY 1974), which developed in the
collapsed hinges of the folds (Text-figs 9c-d), dif-
ferent faults, which shortened or extended the lay-
ers, formed in the hinges as well as on the fold
limbs. The proposed scheme of development of
these mesofaults during the individual stages of
modifications of fold shape profiles is referred
here to changes of the dip angles in the limbs. In
the initial phase of folding, when  horizontal com-
pression stresses probably prevailed, contraction
faults developed on the fold limbs comprising con-
jugate symmetric F1-F2 sets (e.g. Text-figs 10a, 11a)

preceding the development of the asymmetric F1’-
F2’ sets (e.g. Text-fig. 11b), similar to fold limbs in
Lebanon (HANCOCK & ATIYA 1979). 

The symmetric F1-F2 sets developed on shallow-
ly dipping fold limbs, in conditions where the inter-
layer slip was rather small, as has been determined
in laboratory tests (BEHZADI & DUBEY 1980, fig. 3).
At this stage, the development of hinge wedge
thrusts could also initiate in the hinge zones (Text-
figs 11d-f). Further increase of the limb dips, above
30°, resulted in the increase of slip (BEHZADI &
DUBEY 1980), favouring mainly the development of
the F2’ fault set and a slightly weaker F1’ set. These
asymmetric F1’-F2’ faults sets developed during the
increase of differential stresses associated with
gradual locking of folds (HANCOCK & ATIYA 1979),
resulting in higher values of the acute dihedral
angles. Part of the contraction fault sets developed
as limb wedge thrusts corresponding to conjugate
F1-F2 sets on the gradually shortened short limbs of
the asymmetric folds (e.g. Text-figs 11c). When the
dips of these limbs increased to close to 90° (Text-
fig. 12b, 1 2), single contraction fault sets devel-
oped, corresponding to the F2 set (e.g. Text-figs 10e,
j and 12), as also observed by MASTELLA (1988, fig.
24). Their formation was facilitated by a layer-par-
allel simple shear consisting of a flexural-slip move-
ment (e.g. Text-fig. 12b) as observed in laboratory
tests (GHOSH 1966, fig. 11). Out-of-syncline and
into-anticline thrusts developed at the hinges (e.g.
Text-figs 9a, b, d).

Steepening of the generally short limbs of asym-
metric folds and limbs of the symmetric faulted
folds caused shear away from anticline hinges on
these limbs resulting in the development of fore-
limb shear thrusts (MITRA 2002a), the F3-F4 and
F3’-F4’ fault sets (e.g. Text-figs 10b, f, g, h, 12a, 13a-
b). The faults of the F3-F4 sets developed earlier on
the moderately dipping limbs, in contrast to the F3’-
F4’ sets formed on vertically dipping fold limbs (e.g.
Text-fig. 13a-b). 

Next, at the late stage of the modification of the
asymmetric fold shapes (Text-fig. 13d, 1 2), a single
extension faults set corresponding to the F4 set
formed on the overturned short limbs (e.g. Text-fig.
13d). According to investigations of RAMBERG &
GHOSH (1977, fig. 7b) the sense of movement along
the bedding facilitated the development of this fault
set opposite to the flexural-slip sense (Text-figs 13d,
e), therefore a bookshelf mechanism (MANDL 1987)
could activate on such extended limbs. 
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Modification of fold shapes led also to the
development of a series of typical structures such as
cleavage, calcite crystal fibres on the bedding
planes, small-scale duplexes, stylolites and boudi-
nage (e.g. Text-figs 14-17). During buckling, the
dominant deformation mechanism of folding on
gradually steepening fold limbs was a flexural-slip
mechanism. It resulted in the development of struc-
tures such as thrust duplexes and calcite crystal
fibres. In the initial stage of the shortening of the
beds, oblique-bed tectonic stylolites developed. At
the late stages of fold growth, boudinage and con-
jugate sets of cleavage formed on the steeply-dip-
ping limbs. 

CONCLUSIONS

The study was based on structural analysis and
geological maps, DEMs, radar, air-photo and satel-
lite images. The application of these methods
allowed displaying the as yet undescribed style and
mechanisms of folding in the Kielce Unit, in the
southern part of the Holy Cross Mountains fold belt. 

The analysis has shown that the fold belt was
formed by buckle folding of the sedimentary rocks
complex during Variscan deformation. 

The methods applied enabled determining that
layer-parallel shortening initially prevailed,
although layer-parallel shearing also occurred,
particularly close to some of the strike-slip faults.
The high pore fluid pressures ( ≥0,8), low tem-
peratures (<150° C) and a value of horizontal
compressive stress probably below 150 MPa dur-
ing fold growth in the HCM favoured buckle fold-
ing. This resulted in the development of typical
flexural-slip mesostructures on the limbs of the
folds. Apart from these structures, different sets of
contraction and extension faults, stylolites, boudi-
nage and some cleavage sets formed as a conse-
quence of changes of dip angles of the limbs dur-
ing gradual modifications of the fold shape pro-
files. 

In this study, the Kielce Unit was divided into
smaller fault-bounded block domains, which devel-
oped at the late phase of the folding or in the post-
folding stage of the Variscan deformation. This
process of the offset of the Kielce Unit along trans-
verse faults resulted in the development of sig-
moidal trends of some map-scale folds between the
individual block domains.
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